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Abstract 

Grounded Theory (GT) is an inductive paradigm-based research method that focuses 

more on data depth and quality than the generalizability of results to a broader 

population and is substantially different from conventional hypothetico-deductive 

research approaches. GT has become a popular research approach in several social 

science fields including tourism and hospitality. By reviewing the development of GT 

and its associated philosophical underpinning, this chapter compares three widely used 

GT approaches advocated by Glaser (Classical GT), Strauss and Corbin (Straussian 

GT), and Charmaz (Constructivist GT). Given the various interpretations and 

approaches to GT, this chapter therefore offers an overview of the key distinguishing 

characteristics of these approaches to GT so as to facilitate more thoughtful approach 

selection in keeping with philosophical positions, research questions, and research 

objectives. This chapter then proposes a step-by-step guideline of the application of this 

method through an illustrative example in tourism. The chapter concludes with a critical 

reflection on this widely used qualitative research method and considers possible future 

developments. 
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1. Introduction 

Originally developed by two American sociologists, Barney Glaser and Anselm Strauss in the 

School of Nursing, University of California in the late 1960s, Grounded Theory (hereafter GT) 

was developed to be an alternative methodology to the then dominant positivistic research 
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methodologies that predominated in the field of sociology in the United States and elsewhere 

in the social sciences (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). Glaser (1992, p. 2) states that the basis of GT 

is ‘the systematic generating of theory from data, that itself is systematically obtained from 

social research’. In a similar vein, Strauss and Corbin (1994, p. 273) describes GT as ‘a general 

methodology for developing theory that is grounded in data systematically gathered and 

analysed. Theory evolves during actual research, and it does this through continuous interplay 

between analysis and data collection’. GT seeks to explore, develop, and explain social 

processes using inductive reasoning processes. Its theoretical orientation was originally 

grounded in sociology but subsequently broadened to the wider social sciences, including 

tourism and hospitality studies (Birks & Mills, 2015). As it has developed GT has spawned 

different approaches and traditions. The multitude of interpretations and approaches to GT has 

created difficulties and challenges for researchers in selecting the most appropriate approach 

for their particular situation. Singh and Estefan (2018, p. 8) relates the choice of GT approach 

to the researcher’s understanding of their ‘philosophical underpinnings’ and further highlight 

the need for researchers to critically reflect on the different approaches for making ‘an informed 

methodological choice that fits with the researcher’s philosophical position, research question, 

and research objectives’ (p. 1). 

 
Since its development in 1960s, the original version of GT and its different variants (Classical, 

Straussian and Constructivist) have become commonly applied across a variety of fields 

including tourism (e.g., Hardy, 2005; Mehmetoglu & Altinay, 2006; Martin & Woodside, 2008; 

Nunkoo & Ramkissoon, 2013; Matteucci & Gnoth, 2017; Seyfi, Hall, & Fagnoni, 2020; Seyfi, 

Hall, & Rasoolimanesh, 2020). GT has become popular with tourism researchers and, 

particularly, novice researchers for many reasons including the clear methodological 

procedures of GT as a form of qualitative research (Mehmetoglu & Altinay, 2006), the ability 

to create their own categories rather than refine existing ones (Bryant & Charmaz, 2007; 

Charmaz & Bryant, 2016), and the growing prevalence of empirical means of undertaking 

qualitative inquiry in fields and sub-fields that are largely dominated by positivistic and post- 

positivistic cultures of research (Hall, 2010, 2013; Matteucci & Gnoth, 2017). 

 
Jennings and Junek (2007, p. 202) explains the potential attraction of GT for tourism 

researchers: 

 
… grounded theory can offer a new level of understanding to studies of tourists and their 

interactions with the tourist milieu. Grounded theory can generate explanations of events 

and relationships reflecting lived experiences on individuals, groups and processes central 

to the tourist experience. 

 
GT has largely been adopted by a number of studies of tourism for investigating tourism and 

hospitality issues since the 1990s (Decrop & Masset, 2018). However, in their review of GT 

studies in tourism, Matteucci and Gnoth (2017) highlight the confusion that many tourism 

researchers face with respect to the different approaches to GT and argue that there is often a 

failure to adequately clarify and defend the application of the particular approach to GT that 

they select. A similar observation was made by Stumpf et al. (2016) who noted that many 
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tourism researchers do not distinguish between the different versions of GT that they use from 

others. For Matteucci and Gnoth (2017, p. 53) such confusion created ‘some ambiguity as to 

whether tourism researchers perceive any significant differences between these approaches’. 

They further state that there is a scarcity of epistemological and ontological discussions in 

tourism research and argue: 

 
… Considering trends in qualitative research towards pluralism and hybrid forms of 

inquiry (Denzin & Lincoln, 2011), the fact that tourism researchers draw from multiple 

authors is not an issue in itself; however, for the sake of methodological acumen, it would 

be informative if tourism scholars painstakingly discussed their paradigmatic 

assumptions and research actions (Matteucci & Gnoth, 2017, p. 53). 

 
Surprisingly, despite the growing popularity of this approach in tourism studies, there is only 

limited critical reflections on this approach, while the different versions of GT have only rarely 

been discussed. This chapter therefore aims to critically discuss GT’s core tenets, its 

epistemological and ontological underpinnings, and to compare the three widely used GT 

approaches espoused by Glaser (Classical GT), Strauss and Corbin (Straussian GT), and 

Charmaz (Constructivist GT). This chapter then proposes a step-by-step guideline of the 

application of this method through an illustrative example in tourism. 

 
2. Literature review 

2.1. The Development of Grounded Theory 

Grounded theory's ontological orientation can be traced back to early sociological thinking on 

pragmatism and symbolic interactionism (Star, 2007), which finds its roots in late nineteenth- 

century European (French) and early twentieth-century North American social science (Nolas, 

2011). To some commentators, GT ‘follows in the path opened by the founder of sociology, 

Emile Durkheim, in espousing the idea that social facts exist and that the empirical study of 

these facts constitutes a true scientific endeavor’ (Nolas, 2011, p. 17). Indeed, this particular 

interpretation of the history of sociology also highlights the way in which GT can also be 

interpreted as a form of critical realism (Bhaskar, 2008). 

 
Grounded theory emerged in response to a surge of skepticism aimed at deductive and 

speculative fundamentalist and structuralist ideas. In many ways such a response fitted in very 

well to the growing anti-structuralist sentiments of much of the United States in the 1950s and 

1960s during the Cold War. Glaser and Strauss (1967) who were working in the School of 

Nursing at University of California initially published their groundbreaking book The 

Discovery of Grounded Theory in 1967 to be an alternative to the dominant positivistic and 

post-positivist research methodologies in the field of sociology (Charmaz, 2006; 2014). Most 

of the methodological evolution of GT was influenced by the diverse backgrounds of its 

founding fathers, Glaser (who was a quantitative and positivist scholar) and Straus (who was a 

pioneer on symbolic interactionism) (Stern, 2009). These different research backgrounds and 

grounding in different epistemological and ontological traditions sowed the seeds of the 

subsequent divergent paths that Glaser and Strauss would take and which eventually resulted 

in the breakup of their research collaboration (Charmaz, 2006, 2014). 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6559166/#nin12261-bib-0052
https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC6559166/#nin12261-bib-0014
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Adhering to the initial approach to GT, Glaser believed that the classical version of GT is the 

pure form of GT and argued the GT should exist independently of the researcher (Glaser,1992). 

According to Glaser, the grounded theory researcher is ‘a neutral inquirer and observer 

(objectivist) who recognizes patterns in data (distant observer) and ‘discovers’ the theory that 

describes the ‘reality’ existing in the field (realist)’ (Singh & Estefan, 2018, p. 3). In 1990, 

Strauss in conjunction with Corbin introduced their version of GT (commonly referred to as the 

Straussian approach) (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). They described GT as a combination of 

hypothesis generation and verification (Strauss & Corbin, 1990) and adopted a more post- 

positivist position than Glaser’s classical GT by espousing ‘a systematic approach to conducting 

grounded theory research to minimize subjective bias of researchers and to achieve maximum 

objectivity’ (Singh & Estefan, 2018, p. 3). Alammar et al. (2019) well summarized the 

differences between the Glaserian (Classical) and Straussian approaches to GT: 

 
The Straussian approach allows researchers to hypothesize, contextualize, and relate 

certain categories and their properties together to create a theory. However, the Glaserian 

approach encourages the natural emergence of a theory without purposefully and directly 

linking categories or concepts (p. 240). 

 
In 2006, Charmaz embraced an interpretive approach to GT and established the constructivist 

approach of GT as a method that assists in theorizing ‘social actions that researchers construct 

in concert with others in particular places and times’ (p. 129). Charmaz viewed research as a 

collective process involving researchers and the participants and ‘espoused a constructivist 

perspective, in which “reality” is a function and outcome of interpretation and human 

interaction around a given phenomenon’ (Singh & Estefan, 2018, p. 3). Charmaz (2006) argued 

that 

 
constructivists study how- and sometimes why- participants construct meanings and 

actions in specific situations … so different researchers might come up with similar ideas 

but how they render them theoretically may differ (2006, p. 133). 

 
Table 1 identifies key points in the intellectual evolution and development of GT since its 

discovery in 1967. 

 
Table 1: The intellectual evolution and development of GT since its discovery in 1967 

 

Year Publication 

1967 Glaser and Strauss: The discovery of grounded theory 

1978 Glaser: Theoretical sensitivity 

1988 Strauss: Qualitative analysis for social scientists 

1990 Strauss and Corbin: Basics of qualitative research: Grounded theory procedures and techniqu 

Edition) 

1992 Glaser: Basics of grounded theory analysis 

1995 Charmaz: Grounded theory in Rethinking methods in psychology 
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1998 Strauss and Corbin: Basics of qualitative research: Grounded theory procedures and techniqu 

Edition) 

2000 Charmaz: Grounded theory: Objectivist and constructivist methods in Handbook of qualitative re 

(2nd Edition) 

2005 Clarke: Situational analysis: Grounded theory after the postmodern turn 

2006 Charmaz: Constructing grounded theory: A practical guide through qualitative analysis (1st Editi 

2014 Charmaz: Constructing grounded theory: A practical guide through qualitative analysis (2nd Editi 

Source: After Birks and Mills, 2015 

 
2.2. Approaches to GT 

As identified above, there are three main approaches that now dominate the field of Grounded 

Theory: (a) the Glaserian (or Classical) approach, (b) Strauss and Corbin’s (or Straussian) 

approach and (c) Charmaz’s (or Constructivist) approach. Although they share some 

similarities, there are significant philosophical (e.g., the epistemological paradigm in which the 

approach is situated), and methodological differences (e.g., relationship to participants), 

between these approaches. Without a clear understanding of the nature of the three GT 

approaches, there is potential for inappropriate selection of appropriate approach, as well as 

conceptualization and design of a GT-based study with respect to the specific contexts of each 

research problem. Table 2 offers an overview of the three types of grounded theory approaches. 

 
Table 2: Comparison of the three types of grounded theory approaches 

Grounded theory 

approach 

Classical 

Glaserian 

Straussian Constructivist 

 

Exemplar/Seminal 

studies 

Glaser, 1978, 1992; 

Glaser & Strauss, 

1967 

Strauss & Corbin, 

1990, 1998; Corbin & 

Strauss, 2008, 2015 

Charmaz, 2006, 2014 

Epistemological 

Paradigm 

Positivism Post-positivism Constructivism 

Focus Developing 

grounded theory 

that accounts for all 

data 

Developing well 

organized and detailed 

grounded theory 

Co-constructing   a 

theoretical 

understanding  of 

people’s experiences 

and their 

interpretations. 

Research context • Undertaken 

separately  from 

existing scholarly 

discourse. 

• Aim to explore 

context- 

independent data to 

generalize  in 

broader context. 

• Selective use of 

scholarly discourse. 

 

• Aim to explore local 

issues to generalize in 

broader context. 

• Attendance to 

scholarly discourse. 

 

• Aim to explore local 

issues for local 

context. 
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Research problem 

identification 

• Emergent. 

• No initial 

literature review 

• Experience 

• pragmatism 

• Literature 

• Sensitization of the 

concepts 

• Discipline-specific 

Investigation and 

theory development 

• Emphasis on the 

emergence of data 

through the 

induction process 

and the researcher's 

creativity 

•Laissez-faire 

theory 

generation. 

• Paradigm model 

theory verification 

• Co-construction and 

reconstruction of data 

toward the theory 

Relationship to 

Participants 

• Independent 

 

Researcher remains 

neutral (objectivist) 

and let data speak 

for itself (passive 

approach). 

• Active 

 

Researcher controls 

personal influence by 

using procedures to 

maximize objectivity. 

• Co-construction 

 

Researcher 

passionately engages 

in interpretation. 

Data collection Emphasis on 

observation and 

interview 

Emphasis  on 

observation, 

interviews and 

analysis of 

documents, films and 

videos 

Emphasis on 

intensive interviews 

and use of multiple 

sources 

Data 

Analysis/Coding 

• Passively 

attending to 

emerging data. 

 

Constant 

comparison for a 

core category; 

inductive approach; 

open and selective 

coding. 

• Action-oriented 

microanalysis through 

structured procedures. 

 

Constant comparison 

to select a central 

category; inductive 

and deductive 

approaches; open, 

axial, and selective 

coding. 

• Actively utilizing 

researcher’s creative 

interpretation. 

 

Constant comparison 

for relevant 

categories; inductive, 

deductive, and 

abductive approaches; 

initial and focused 

coding. 

Diagrams and 

memo 

Intensification in 

the use of memos 

Valuation of 

diagrams and memos 

Flexible 

Theory evaluation • Applicability 

• Operability 

• Relevance 

• Modifiability 

• Validity 

• Reliability 

• Efficiency 

•Theoretical 

generalization 
• Sensitivity 

• Theory should be 

contextualized in 

relation to time, place 

and culture 

• Reflexive position of 

the researcher 
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Utility Appropriate to 

develop broader 

theory across 

substantive areas. 

 

May take years to 

develop a theory 

that can be 

applicable across 

areas of interest. 

Appropriate  to 

account for a wide 

range of variables to 

enhance 

generalizability and 

predictive power of 

the theory. 

 

Prescriptive approach 

may develop a 

superficial description 
of the variables. 

Appropriate to 

develop a theory with 

full breadth and depth 

of a phenomenon in 

its local context. 

 

May not be 

generalized away 

from the context of 

origin. 

Sources: Adapted from Hunter et al., 2011; Singh & Estefan, 2018; Rieger, 2019 

 

 
3. Grounded theory design 

 
Unlike, the hypothetico-deductive model of the scientific method which commences with a pre- 

existing theoretical framework, GT uses inductive reasoning and commences from a 

supposedly atheoretical position (Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Charmaz, 2008). A GT based study 

therefore often begins with a question, or even data, with the research process consisting of an 

iterative interplay between data and researcher(s) under which key ideas or concepts are 

identified and coded, the following further iterations are then used to form concepts, then 

categories, and then maybe even new theories. For data collection, in-depth interview methods 

are commonly used in grounded theory studies (Charmaz, 2006) resulting in thick explanations 

of a phenomenon from the viewpoints of participants (i.e., emic interpretations) rather than only 

from the researcher's viewpoint (i.e., etic interpretations) (Woodside, MacDonald, & Burford, 

2004). The concept of theoretical sensitivity is one of the significant elements in the GT 

research process. This implies that the researcher enters a field with a general understanding of 

the subject and location, but no preconceived ideas of what they would find (Charmaz, 2006), 

although such actions are often difficult given the various spaces that fieldwork inhabits (Hall, 

2010). Such a stance allows the researcher to be sensitive to the implications and interpretations 

offered to the case by those whose social life is being studied (Charmaz, 2006). 

 
In qualitative research, including GT, the final sample size of a study is mostly determined by 

data saturation and access to the target sample, in addition to the usual restrictions of the 

resources and time available to conduct such research (Marshall et al., 2013). Figure 1 shows 

the main steps in building the GT. 
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Figure 1: Steps of grounded theory based on Strauss. 

Source: After Strauss and Corbin (2008) 

 

 
Rather than starting with analysis and developing a hypothesis, the first step in this approach is 

to gather data using a range of methods. The main points are labelled with a sequence of codes 

derived from the text based on the data obtained. Four main stages in grounded theory are 

usually identified: open coding, axial coding, selective coding, and theory formation. The 

coding process begins with open coding which involves ‘breaking down, examining, 

comparing, conceptualizing, and categorizing data’ (Strauss & Corbin, 1990, p. 61), in terms 

of its properties and dimensions. The next stage is axial coding which refers to the analytic 

activity for ‘making connections between a category and its sub-categories’ developed during 

open coding (Strauss & Corbin, 1990, p. 97). This is undertaken in order to locate a ‘core’ 

concept around which all or most of the other concepts that are identified in the coding process 

can be unified. The next step is selective coding, which involves identifying the main category 

and integrating and refining all other categories to develop a theoretical schema. Finally, in 

theory formation, researchers seek to explain the linkages and relationships between the 

chosen concept and the remaining concepts, and/or to the dataset. Once the theoretical schema 

has emerged, the literature comparison stage commences, which involves comparing emergent 

theory with literature. Memoing or taking notes is a part of any stage, either as a prelude to 

labeling data or as a way to make general observations about different sections of the dataset. 

The codes are then clustered into related concepts so as to make them more usable. 

Subsequently, different categories are developed from the concepts and their associated 

clusters, and these categories serve as the foundation for the development of theory. 

 

4. Illustrative Example 

Drawing on data from Seyfi et al. (2020), this section illustrates the main steps of a GT based 

tourism study. For their study Seyfi et al. (2020) collected data from Masouleh, a village 

situated in northern Iran which has been listed on the tentative list of UNESCO World Heritage 

Sites due to its heritage significance and which attracts significant numbers of tourists. Through 

in-depth interviews with key stakeholders (e.g. public sector/provincial authorities, private 
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sector/ entrepreneurs, local residents and tourists), the authors sought to investigate how 

sustainable tourism development is carried out in this historic village given the wide range of 

perspectives that existed among different stakeholders with respect to managing and using the 

site. Data gained from participants as well as observations in the village was analyzed based on 

the main principles of the grounded theory method in four stages. 

 
Before the coding process commenced, all of the collected data was scanned to provide a broad 

interpretation of the data. The most important words, sentences, and phrases were highlighted. 

This was undertaken by using open coding, through several reading and re-reading, line-by- 

line coding was conducted to develop concepts, categories, and properties. In this stage, initial 

categories were created in the data that reflected stakeholders’ perceptions of tourist 

underdevelopment. Table 3 shows how open coding (line-by-line coding) works in practice. 

The original codes were retrieved from the raw data using line-by-line coding (contained in the 

second column), and the raw data was taken from the transcripts (shown in the first column). 

This was done through the multiple reading of the transcripts of each participant so as to identify 

the emerging ideas and perspectives of interviewees toward the obstacles towards sustainable 

tourism development in Masouleh. 

 
Table 3: A sample of Open Coding (Line-by-Line Coding) 

 

Participants’ perspectives (derived 

from transcripts) 

Open coding (line-by-line coding 

A major issue that Masouleh faces is 

poor service quality which can be seen 

in all the sectors, in local restaurants, 

hotels, souvenir shop. People working 

in the hotel or restaurants have not been 

well trained for their jobs. 

Causing poor service quality; lack of training for 

employees 

Because of the lack of coordination 

among local and regional authorities, 

the control and supervision body rarely 

control the quality of services offered to 

the tourists….and this has negative 

affect on the quality of service and 

tourist experience. 

Lack of coordination among public authorities; 

service quality control; causing poor service 

quality; negative tourist experience 

Touristification of Masouleh thanks to 

the commodification of its heritage will 

no longer preserve the heritage and the 

historical village is likely to be 

commoditized and sold to customers 

for their pleasure. 

Causing touristification; causing heritage 

commodification; destroying local culture and 

heritage 
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The data were then assembled using axial coding which aims to link a category and its 

subcategories (Corbin & Strauss, 1990). In this stage, related incidents were clustered together 

and assigned the same conceptual label after the results were compared. The relationship 

between open and axial coding is depicted in Table 4. This method condensed the database into 

a limited number of themes or sections that defined the procedure under investigation. The axial 

phase of coding was followed by selective coding. In the selective coding phase, the core 

category emerged, and all categories were integrated and refined to construct a theoretical 

framework. The categories that had been generated from the open and axial coding processes 

were combined to construct a conceptual framework that explained stakeholders' perspectives 

on the impediments to sustainable tourist development in Masouleh. By undertaking multiple 

readings the coded sentences provided further insight into the codes and categories which 

facilitated further understanding of the interrelationships between them. Finally, the scheme 

that emerged was reviewed in light of prior literature in order to improve internal consistency 

and help recognize the relative significance of particular perspectives and comments. This 

procedure also allowed for relevant explanations to be incorporated in the research schema so 

as to validate the findings and construct the general framework. 

 
The first author performed the initial round of coding which was then checked by the second 

co-author. The transcripts were then forwarded to another researcher acquainted with the focus 

of the study for checking and confirmation and, where necessary, adjustments. 

 
Table 4. A sample of coding process 

 

Open Coding (Line-by-Line Coding) Subthemes (Axial 

Coding) 
- Lack of parking 

- Limited accommodation 

- Lack of reservation schemes for 

accommodation 

Lack of accessibility / infrastructure 

 

- Traffic congestion, over-crowding and noise 

- Destroying green areas 

- Transforming landscape 

Destruction of the rural and village 

environment 

 

- Heritage awareness 

- UNESCO recognition 

- Social media advertising 

Improved heritage management related 

communication and promotion strategies 

 
 

 

5. A critical reflection on Grounded Theory 

As discussed above, different variants of GT have developed over time which has led to 

confusion for researchers with respect to the adoption of particular approaches and the different 

strands they represent. GT has also been substantially criticized with respect to the notion of 

theory generation (Thomas & James, 2006), the possibility of researchers not having 

preconceptions before entering the field (Hall, 2010), and its formulaic nature in the context of 

interpretivism (Charmaz, 2008). Thomas and James (2006, p. 773) criticize the notion of theory 
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generation of GT and suggest that: ‘The problems come when too much is claimed for [for a 

theory], simply because it is empirical; problems come in distinguishing generalization from 

over-generalization, narrative from induction’. Junek and Killion (2012, p. 331) also argue that 

‘Grounded theory approaches have been seen as freeing researchers ‘from the tyranny of 

verifying theory and instead instruct[ing] them to focus on generating theory’ founded upon the 

construction of empirical materials and reflexivity to produce ‘thick description’ of social 

reality’. They further argue that the limitations of GT approaches ‘reflect the critiques of much 

postpositivist, qualitative research that the emergent theory, supported and justified by the 

generated empirical materials, is project-specific and is inherent to these approaches’ (p.332). 

However, such an observation clearly has substantial implications for the capacity to generalize 

from GT related studies, although this is a criticism which can be levelled at case studies overall 

but which does not preclude their capacity to generate exemplary knowledge (Thomas, 2011). 

Nevertheless, despite such criticisms the approach continues to be used as a qualitative research 

methodology in tourism if not directly then as a contributing method to the development of case 

studies, small sample interview work as well as understandings of what constitutes qualitative 

research. Table 5 summarizes some of the advantages, disadvantages, and limitations of GT as 

a method of inquiry. 

 
Table 5 Advantages, disadvantages, and limitations of Grounded Theory as a method of inquiry. 

 

Advantages Disadvantages/limitation 
- Inductive simplicity 
- Provides for institutive appeal 

- Fosters creativity 

- Potential to conceptualize 

- Systematic approach to data analysis 

- Provides for data depth and richness 

- pro-exploration 

- Exhaustive and time-consuming process 
- Potential for methodological errors 

- Potential for researcher-induced bias 

- Reviewing the literature without developing 

assumptions 

- Multiple approaches to grounded theory 

- Limited generalizability 

 
 

Sources : After El Hussein et al., 2014 

 

 
6. Conclusion and recommendations 

This chapter discussed the core tenets of grounded theory, and its epistemological and 

ontological underpinnings and the growing use of this approach in the tourism and hospitality 

literature. However, it was noted that there is widespread misunderstanding of GT and how it 

is best applied given that, rather than being a single theory, it has become a broad umbrella term 

to refer to a number of different methodological approaches that have developed from its 

original conceptualization and ‘discovery’ in the 1960s. 

 
This chapter therefore provided a comparison of the three most widely used GT approaches, 

being those espoused by Glaser (Classical GT), Strauss and Corbin (Straussian GT), and 

Charmaz (Constructivist GT) and their main features. A step-by-step guide to the application 

of this method through an illustrative example of research on sustainable tourism in Iran was 

also provided. Derived from a pragmatic philosophical perspective, this qualitative approach 
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offers a potentially comprehensive and systematic process of analysis that was specifically 

developed for the task of ‘generating and testing theory’ (Strauss & Corbin, 1990). As such, 

GT is often regarded by its supporters as being ideally suited to the construction of data-based 

theory that can be utilized as a foundation for future research (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). 

 
However, the development and application of GT is not without considerable debate. The 

observations of GT that are often being depicted as not being theory or concept dependent, 

should best be understood in terms of theory being bracketed or pushed to the background so 

that emergent categories are able to emerge via inductive reasoning. Nevertheless, the 

(mis)application of the approach often leaves it open to criticism, particularly with respect to 

its powers to generate theory and even what theory really means in the context of such 

qualitative research. As such, GT is subject to some of the same criticisms that apply to other 

qualitative research methods and case study approaches in terms of the capacity to generalize 

beyond specific cases. Yet, despite such limitations, it is likely that GT will continue to be 

enthusiastically engaged with by those wishing to provide a well-recognized methodological 

underpinning to qualitative research in tourism. 
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